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Data Analysis As A Service

• From the facility point of view:  
Would like to layer this service atop 
existing resources, without building 
a new dedicated infrastructure, 
such as a specialized cluster.
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• Jupyter Notebooks (iPython) 
• “Literate Computing”:  Combines 

code, text, equations within a narrative 
• Easy to document, share, and 

reproduce results; create tutorials 
• Provide a flexible, standardized, 

platform independent interface 
through a web browser 

• Well-suited for interactive analysis 
• Can run with no local software 

installation 
• Many language extensions (kernels) 

and tools available



Growing in Popularity…
Google Trends

Github Notebook Files



…Across The Scientific Community As Well



Some terminology

• Jupyterlab: next-generation web-
based user interface 

• Jupyterhub: multi-user hub, 
spawns, manages, and proxies 
multiple instances of the single-user 
Jupyter notebook

• Jupyter notebook: web-based 
application suitable for capturing 
and documenting the entire 
computation process
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Current Setup at BNL
• Three Jupyterhub server portals deployed on RHEV 

• Jupyter01:  Primary HTC development environment with access to 
HTCondor queue 

• Jupyter02:  Primary HPC development environment with access to 
Institutional Cluster via Slurm 

• Jupyter03:  OAuth/Keycloak test deployment 
• Access behind firewall via ssh tunnel through gateway to Jupyterhub https 

proxy 
• Kerberos auth to Jupyterhub server leveraging PAM stack (standard 

SDCC account) 
• Three independent Python environments (mainly Anaconda)
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Recently Developed Features
• Custom Kernel Environments 
• Containerized Environment 
• Condor API  
• OAuth/Keycloak
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User/Experiment Specific Computing Environments
• Define custom kernels 
• Can support large experimental software stacks without 

containerized environment
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ATLAS 
interactive 
analysis with 
custom kernel 
on locally 
spawned 
notebook with 
Condor access





Containerized Environment
• Start Jupyter kernel inside a Singularity container from within 

custom kernel environment 
• Can facilitate notebook sharing 
• Care needed to pass certain environment variables



Belle-II 
Notebook 
running on 
shared cluster 
via HTCondor



Interface to HTCondor
• API written by Will Strecker-Kellogg using HTCondor python 

bindings described at last HEPiX 
• Starting to adapt real analysis code to make use of this API 
• Development/testing of more advanced Condor-specific 

functionality still to come
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Interface to HTCondor



Interface to HTCondor



Interface to HTCondor
• Also looking at adapting dask-jobqueue for HTCondor 

• Tools for asynchronous communication with job clusters and 
dashboard for monitoring
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https://dask-jobqueue.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

http://docs.dask.org/en/latest/setup/hpc.html
https://dask-jobqueue.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


OAuth
• Current Jupyterhub access via SSH 

tunneling + KRB5 auth 
• Bypassing gateway requires 2FA due to 

interactive login (shell) access 
• OAuth/Keycloak implemented to enable 

this, along with SSO 
• Cannot be implemented through gateway 

tunnel without firewall mod 
• Callback not proxied - https://

jupyter03.sdcc.bnl.gov:8000/hub/oauth_callback?
state=eyJzd...
%3D%3D&session_state=0d6c6bd3-...&code=eyJ
hb…  

• Will be implementing as part of facility-wide 
project to migrate to IPA/SSO/2FA
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Conclusion & Discussion
• Gaining experience serving Jupyter notebooks across multiple 

environments, for multiple experiments, on multiple platforms 
• Service now available!  Expect to expand the user base over the 

next few months 
• If you build it, will they come? 
• Expecting to encounter the usual host of user support/

management/scaling problems 
• What is the current state around the HEP community - usage and 

monitoring?
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